The effects of confinement resonances on photoelectron group delay (Wigner time delay) following ionization of an atom encapsulated inside a C60 cage have been studied theoretically using both relativistic and non-relativistic random phase approximations. The results indicate clearly the resonant character of the confinement oscillations in time delay of the 4d shell of Xe@C60 and present a most direct manifestation of Wigner time delay. These oscillations were missed in a previous theoretical investigation of Ar@C60 [PRL 111, 203003 (2013) Unprecedented advances in experimental techniques in measuring time intervals at the attosecond level [1] have engendered the ability to scrutinize the time delay in photoionization of atomic systems in the laboratory [2][3][4], thereby allowing us to probe the fundamental process of photoionization in the time domain. Specifically, using attosecond pulses of electromagnetic radiation, the time difference between the emergence of photoelectrons from two neighboring atomic subshells has been measured both in Ne [3] and Ar [4, 5]. These experimental results have stimulated a host of theoretical calculations to explain and to further explore this phenomenon [6][7][8] [9] . This is of great interest, not only as a new way to study a fundamental process of nature, but also as an outstanding, unique opportunity towards a deeper understanding of the most informative parameter of the process, the photoionization amplitude. This is because the time delay is related to the energy derivative of the phase of the amplitude driving the process [10] . Indeed, to date, the only method for getting the maximum experimental information on photoionization lies through a set of measurements of total and differential photoionization cross sections, but allows only the absolute values and relative phases of matrix elements to be deduced; this is known as a complete photoionization experiment [11] . Time delay investigations, however, go beyond the complete experiment strategy and yield the derivative of the phase with respect to the photoelectron energy. Time delay investigations, thus, provide a new avenue to discern the characteristics of the basic physical quantity -the photoionization amplitude -and, thus, of the photoionization phenomenon itself. It is the ultimate aim of this paper to promote the expansion of time delay studies towards situations where they have not yet been exploited and where novel effects might occur -to atoms under confinement.
The effects of confinement resonances on photoelectron group delay (Wigner time delay) following ionization of an atom encapsulated inside a C60 cage have been studied theoretically using both relativistic and non-relativistic random phase approximations. The results indicate clearly the resonant character of the confinement oscillations in time delay of the 4d shell of Xe@C60 and present a most direct manifestation of Wigner time delay. These oscillations were missed in a previous theoretical investigation of Ar@C60 [PRL 111, 203003 (2013) ]. Unprecedented advances in experimental techniques in measuring time intervals at the attosecond level [1] have engendered the ability to scrutinize the time delay in photoionization of atomic systems in the laboratory [2-4], thereby allowing us to probe the fundamental process of photoionization in the time domain. Specifically, using attosecond pulses of electromagnetic radiation, the time difference between the emergence of photoelectrons from two neighboring atomic subshells has been measured both in Ne [3] and Ar [4, 5] . These experimental results have stimulated a host of theoretical calculations to explain and to further explore this phenomenon [6] [7] [8] [9] . This is of great interest, not only as a new way to study a fundamental process of nature, but also as an outstanding, unique opportunity towards a deeper understanding of the most informative parameter of the process, the photoionization amplitude. This is because the time delay is related to the energy derivative of the phase of the amplitude driving the process [10] . Indeed, to date, the only method for getting the maximum experimental information on photoionization lies through a set of measurements of total and differential photoionization cross sections, but allows only the absolute values and relative phases of matrix elements to be deduced; this is known as a complete photoionization experiment [11] . Time delay investigations, however, go beyond the complete experiment strategy and yield the derivative of the phase with respect to the photoelectron energy. Time delay investigations, thus, provide a new avenue to discern the characteristics of the basic physical quantity -the photoionization amplitude -and, thus, of the photoionization phenomenon itself. It is the ultimate aim of this paper to promote the expansion of time delay studies towards situations where they have not yet been exploited and where novel effects might occur -to atoms under confinement.
The theory of time delay in physics was developed some time ago [12] and was originally envisioned as a way to study resonances -the temporary trapping of one (or more) electrons in a quasi-bound state or a potential well. Indeed, the Breit-Wigner formula of resonant scattering τ = 2/Γ equates the time delay τ with the resonant width Γ at half maximum of the cross-section [13] . Resonances are ubiquitous in photoionization of atoms, and these resonances can be of different natures: inner-shell excitations, two-electron excitations, shape resonances, etc. Of great recent interest to investigators, which has shaped an area of extremely active modern research activities [14] , have been studies of a new genre of resonances, termed confinement resonances, that occur in the photoionization of an atom A trapped at the center of a C 60 molecule, the A@C 60 endohedral atom. The phenomenon of confinement resonances was predicted theoretically long ago (see, e.g., [15] ). However, it is only fairly recently that confinement resonances have been studied in depth in numerous theoretical studies at various levels of sophistication (see [16] [17] [18] [19] and references therein), and only very recently verified experimentally in the photoionization of endohedral atoms [20, 21] . Confinement resonances have been explained as interferences between the photoelectron wave emitted directly, and those that experience one or more scattering off the walls of the encapsulating fullerene [22] .
If this understanding is correct, these multiple scatterings should show up prominently in the time delay of the photoelectron relative to the time delay of the free atom. It is, however, not at all clear beforehand as to what degree time delay of atomic photoionization is modified by confining an atom inside of C 60 compared to the free atom. Moreover, a recent theoretical study of time delay in Ar@C 60 [23] have not revealed any confinement resonances in the time delay at all. At the same time, confinement resonances were clearly seen in time delay of a model system He + @C 60 [24] . This system, however, was unstable and the theoretical analysis was performed on a one-electron level. We are, therefore, presented with the task of unraveling the confinement resonances in a realistic atomic system taking full account of many-electron effects, thereby significantly enlarging upon the previous studies [23, 24] .
In this Letter, we explore photoionization of the 4d subshell of Xe@C 60 , where confinement resonances have been found experimentally [20, 21] . Specifically, we focus upon how the time delay can be used to characterize the confinement resonances, along with the time delay phenomenology produced by the resonances. A model potential is employed to introduce the effects of the confining C 60 on the encaged Xe atom. In this model, the C 60 cage is approximated by an attractive spherical square well potential of certain inner radius R inner , thickness ∆, and depth U 0 :
This should be adequate because the 4d subshell is so deeply bound that it cannot hybridize with any of the levels of C 60 , and the photon energy range (80 to 160 eV) is well away from the C 60 plasmons so that interchannel coupling with atomic photoionization is not important. Furthermore, recent photoionization calculations employing such a model resulted in rather good agreement with the experimental confinement resonances [21] .
To properly account for correlations, the calculations are performed within the framework of the random-phase approximation (RPA), both the non-relativistic [25] and relativistic [26] versions. This has the advantages of spotlighting any relativistic effects. The time delay is calculated from the photoionization
The amplitude f (E) is given by the partial wave expansion as
evaluated in theẑ direction of the polarization axis of light. In the non-relativistic RPA method, the reduced dipole matrix element El D n i l i is evaluated by solving a set of integro-differential equations [25] exhibited graphically by diagrams of Fig. 1 . In the absence of inter-shell correlation, the dipole matrix element is represented by the left-most diagram which corresponds to the photon absorption and electron emission from the same shell. The inter-shell correlation allows for the photon absorption by the shell n j l j and the electron emission from the shell n i l i . This process is shown by the two remaining diagrams in which the inter-shell correlation precedes or follows the photon absorption (time-reverse and time-forward diagrams, respectively). The exchange leads to the two ladder-type diagrams (not shown) in addition to the two bubble-type diagrams shown in Fig. 1 . The same matrix element is used to evaluate the partial photoionization cross-section from an occupied state n i l i to the photoelectron continuum state El Here α is the fine structure constant and a 0 is the Bohr radius. The occupied orbitals n i l i and continuous orbitals El are obtained by the self-consistent field and frozen-core field Hartree-Fock methods, respectively, as in Ref [25] . For the present case of the 4d shell in Xe, correlations with the 5s and 5p shells are included resulting in 5 non-relativistic channels. The relativistic RPA (RRPA) method, is exactly the same as the nonrelativistic version, except that it is based on the fully relativistic Dirac equation, rather than the Schrödinger equation, and Dirac-Fock [27] instead of Hartree-Fock orbitals are employed. In the present RRPA calculation, final state correlations are included through interchannel coupling between all the 13 relativistic dipole channels originating in the 5p, 5s and 4d subshells which are open for photoionization in the energy range studied in the present work; in other words with the relativistic splittings of the five nonrelatistic channels become thirteen channels. Omitting the inner shells has no significant effect upon the results. In both cases, the fullerene cage is modeled by a square-well potential (1) with the following parameters: R inner = 5.8 a.u., ∆ = 1.9 a.u., and U 0 = 0.302 au. The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 2 . In the upper panels, the 4d partial photoionization crosssections for the free (left) and confined (right) Xe atoms are displayed. The RRPA results are shown for the spinresolved 4d 1/2 and 4d 3/2 subshells leading to the ǫf ionization continuum. The cross-sections are weighted with the inverse statistical factors (5/2 and 5/3) to facilitate the shape comparison. The RPA results are shown for the 4d → ǫf and 4d → ǫp transitions; the former is clearly dominant in the given energy region. This allows us to concentrate on the cross-section and time delay analysis in the dominant channel only. The RPA and RRPA cross-section results are very close for the free Xe atom after a small photon energy adjustment is made to accommodate different 4d ionization thresholds in RRPA (theoretical) and RPA (experimental). The cross-sections for Xe@C 60 are qualitatively similar between the two methods, although the RPA predicts somewhat sharper resonances at lower photon energy end. This difference between RPA and RRPA occurs owing to the interchannel coupling among the spin-orbit-split relativistic channels which tends to dampen the confinement resonances a bit. This is known as spin-orbit-activated interchannel coupling [28, 29] .
In the lower panels, the Wigner time delay results for free (left) and confined (right) Xe atoms are shown. Agreement of the two methods for the free Xe atom are good except for lower photon energy end where one sees a strong deviation between the spin-resolved 4d states; again this is caused by the spin-orbit-activated interchannel coupling. The RPA delay is close to the RRPA 4d 3/2 → ǫf 5/2 delay. For Xe@C 60 , the two methods show the same set of confinement resonances. The precise shape of the lowest resonance is somewhat dependent of the spin-orbit splitting and the interchannel coupling.
Of particular importance is the finding that the confinement resonances are much more prominent in the time delay than in the cross-section, thus making timedelay studies a much more sensitive probes of confinement resonances. In addition, the maxima in the time delay are not at the same energies as the maxima in the cross-sections. This is not completely surprising because the the cross-section is quadratic with the amplitude, and the time delay is calculated from the logarithmic derivative of the amplitude.
A more detailed comparison of the cross-sections and time delays in free and encapsulated Xe atoms is shown in Fig. 3 ; for simplicity, only the nonrelativistic RPA result is shown since the RRPA results are qualitatively similar. In the upper panel of this figure, the normal-
is plotted and compared with the experimental data of [21] . Our RPA calculation qualitatively reproduces all the resonances seen experimentally. A small offset in peak position of the resonances may be attributed to the rough spherical-well representation of the fullerene cage in the present work. In the bottom panel, an analogous plot for the time delay difference τ (Xe@C 60 ) − τ (Xe) is displayed. In this difference representation, the oscillations on both plots are perfectly aligned, i.e.' the maima and minima in cross-section space and time-delay space occur at exactly the same energies.
Note also that, for both free and confined Xe, the three relativistic 4d → ǫf channels exhibit rather different time delays for energies near the thresholds. This is an indication that there are real dynamical differences among the channels brought about by interchannel coupling. With increasing energy, these differences are seen to disappear, and the time delays for all three relativistic channels coalesce; not only do they coalesce with one another, but they also become indistinguishable from the nonrelativistic result. This occurs because the spin-orbit-activated interchannel coupling decreases as the energy increases because the small difference in thresholds becomes irrelevant as the photoelectron energy gets much larger than the spin-orbit splitting [28, 29] . In conclusion, in the present work, we have demonstrated clear presence of confinement resonances in photoelectron group delay (Wigner time delay) of the 4d shell of endohedrally confined Xe atom. These resonances have been observed recently in the 4d photoionization cross-section of Xe@C 60 [20, 21] . Our calculations show that these resonances are even more prominent in the time delay. This suggests that additional insights into the photoionization process can be obtained by investigations performed in time-delay space. We further suggest that time delay experiment be used as an effective novel way to study photoionization not only of neutral endohedral A@C 60 but their charged members A@C ±z 60 as well as giant A@C n>60 and multi-walled A@C 60 @C 240 , A@C 60 @C 240 @C 540 , etc., endohedral fullerenes, each of which exhibits its own specific photoionization properties [18] . Also of interest are studies of time delays of other elementary processes involving endohedral fullerenes, e.g., elastic electron scattering off A@C 60 , where initial insight has been provided recently [30] .
We note that in the present work we did not consider the influence of the probing IR field on the measured time delay. This effect, however, was analyzed in [24] where it was found that the laser Coulomb coupling correction and the screening effect of the C 60 shell nearly totally cancel each other and hence the measured time delay will be essentially the Wigner time delay.
Finally, we urge experimentalists to initiate time delay studies of endohedral fullerenes for which the well established attosecond streaking [3] 
